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Introduction

When we created the previous version of The Executive’s Guide to Inbound
Marketing, we focused on helping executives wrap their minds around the key
concepts of inbound marketing. But in 2017, with three out of four marketers tapping
inbound as their number one priority, we think it’s safe to assume that you know
what inbound marketing is.

This revised edition for 2017 is more than your ordinary inbound marketing primer:
we’ve curated the latest research to help you get started with inbound or double
down on—and accelerate the results of—your existing strategy.

We’ve created this guide to give you clarity and confidence as you spearhead your
company’s inbound initiatives.

In the following pages, we will begin a refresher on inbound methodology so you’re
clear on what inbound is, and what differentiates the inbound marketing experience
from traditional marketing tactics.



Next, we will examine the chief concerns facing inbound marketers today, and the
biggest inbound marketing trends. More importantly, we’ll take a look at what best-
in-class marketers are doing to keep pace and achieve healthy returns on their
inbound marketing investments.

After we’ve shed some light onto the latest inbound marketing research, we will
explore the core components of successful inbound marketing strategies. In this
section we will do a deep dive into buyer personas, content creation, conversion-
centered design, lead nurturing, sales and marketing alignment, and closed-loop
software tools.

Finally, we will give you a step-by-step roadmap for getting your colleagues on board
with inbound marketing and investing in your plan.

Want to discuss anything you read in this guide or ask questions about your
organization can benefit from inbound marketing? Let's chat!

Let's Chat! 

Part 1: An Overview of
Inbound Methodology

Let’s go ahead and state the obvious: the internet has fundamentally changed the
world of marketing. The days when companies could rely on interruptive outbound
advertising alone are long behind us. Today’s buyer is empowered by increasing
control over the information they seek—which means they can also control what
information they don’t want. Outbound marketing tactics are at the top of their hit
list.

https://kulapartners.com/contact-us/
https://cta-service-cms2.hubspot.com/ctas/v2/public/cs/c/?cta_guid=a466cd7b-0886-4542-bb53-e39c986ef635&placement_guid=6f8d02d6-6f05-49a0-9754-e12a6f6cb464&portal_id=211423&redirect_url=APefjpFgvCgmBmrMUtl9lmLrk2PvmanWtsb9hP4PCaOpU4D95d8S_6p-SEoBLpU4vpqxW90nTeYtmrhTOZQ73bIjeR3kiFjgXcFlPIbpUr22iwFiz5TZj1d6zRZY9I3oWgSaxvTuJHUS&hsutk=2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fcontent.kulapartners.com%2Foffer-the-executives-guide-to-inbound-marketing&click=201397b2-7b47-4fd4-a85e-67b1888bfe9e&pageId=4972350180&__hstc=228091842.2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7.1505302830230.1505302830230.1505302830230.1&__hssc=228091842.1.1505302830231&__hsfp=1599384572


Just take a look at some of these studies which really put this change in consumer
behavior into perspective:

(Source: Google study)

90%
of consumers are moving between multiple devices/screens a day to browse the

internet, shop online, manage finances, plan trips and more. 

(Source: MSession)

90%
of people use their smartphones in store while shopping, with 54% using it to

compare prices.

226 Million
The number of Americans registered on the National Do Not Call List. That’s up a

whopping 4.9 million from 2014.

(Source: Federal Trade Commission)

http://www.ipsos.fr/sites/default/files/attachments/multiscreenworld_final2.pdf
http://info.sessionm.com/retail-white-paper
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2016/12/ftc-issues-fy-2016-national-do-not-call-registry-data-book


60%
The percentage of television viewers who say they download or record a show so

they can skip the ads.

(Source: Wall Street Journal)

84%
The percentage of Millenials who report they’ve stopped visiting a website because

the advertising was too intrusive or irrelevant.

(Source: Vol & Tier Digital Marketing)

47%
The percentage of folks who say they’ve unsubscribed to email lists because the

emails were too frequent or irrelevant.

(Source: MarketingSherpa)

64%

https://blogs.wsj.com/cmo/2014/06/12/pay-to-avoid-tv-ads/
http://mashable.com/2011/10/30/inbound-outbound-marketing/
https://www.marketingsherpa.com/article/chart/why-consumers-unsubscribe


The number of people who use ad blockers because they believe ads are annoying
or intrusive.

(Source: HubSpot)

82%
The number of consumers who have closed a browser or exited a webpage because

of an autoplaying online video ad.

(Source: HubSpot)

The people have spoken: they don’t want their lives interrupted by marketing
messages anymore. They want to interact with brands on their own terms, and they
want those interactions to be meaningful, relevant, and personalized.

The Era of Inbound
Enter inbound marketing: a laser-focused approach which puts the power into the
hands of the target buyer. Since 2006, inbound marketing has been the most
effective marketing method for doing business online. Instead of the old outbound
marketing methods of buying ads, buying email lists, and praying for leads, inbound
marketing focuses on creating quality content that pulls people toward your
company and product—where they naturally want to be.

Outbound marketers barge, buy, and beg their way into the awareness of the public;
inbound marketers focus on getting found by buyers who are already seeking their
services or products. By aligning the content you publish with your customer’s
interests, you naturally attract inbound traffic you can convert, close, and delight
over time.

https://www.hubspot.com/marketing-statistics?__hstc=228091842.2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7.1505302830230.1505302830230.1505302830230.1&__hssc=228091842.1.1505302830231&__hsfp=1599384572
https://www.hubspot.com/marketing-statistics?__hstc=228091842.2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7.1505302830230.1505302830230.1505302830230.1&__hssc=228091842.1.1505302830231&__hsfp=1599384572


Core
Philosophies

Inbound: Draws in ideal
buyers using targetd and
relevant content, SEO, &
social media channels.

Outbound: Pushes out
messages to public
using purchased lists, ad
space, or airtime.

Buyer
Motiviations

Inbound: Internal, need-
based.

Outbound: External,
attention-based.

Communication

Inbound: Two-way
communication via social
media, email, phone, live
chat, and more.

Outbound: One-way
broadcast
communication.

Content
Inbound: 80% value-based
content, 20% promotional
content.

Outbound: 0% value-
based content, 100%
promotional content.

Lead
Generation

Inbound: Leads opt-in.
Outbound: Leads are
purchased.

Sales Outreach
Inbound: Permission based;
"warm calling."

Outbound: Disruption
based; "cold calling."

The Core Values of Inbound Marketing
Inbound marketing is about creating and sharing high-value content with purpose.
By creating content designed to attract your ideal customers, an inbound marketer
can draw in qualified prospects and nurture them towards becoming customers and
loyal brand advocates.



The major themes of inbound marketing, include:

• Content Creation + Distribution: Create content that answers your
customers’ questions and adds value to their life. Share that content
far and wide.

• Lifecycle Marketing: Specific marketing actions and tools transform
visitors into contacts, contacts into leads, leads into customers, and
customers into promoters. Performing the right action at the right
time (aimed at the right person) makes this transformation possible.

• Personalization: The most effective content is tailored to the needs
of the people who are viewing it. You’ll learn more about your leads
over time, empowering you to better personalize your messages
based on their specific wants and needs.

• Multi-channel: Different people prefer interacting on different
channels. The inbound marketing approach involves learning which
channels work best for you and your customers. That doesn’t mean
picking one channel and sticking to it—inbound marketing is multi-
channel by nature.

• Integration: Content creation, distribution, and analytics tools all
work together to create a closed loop, allowing you to figure out
what’s working (and what isn’t).

Inbound is about the exchange of knowledge, passion, and (most importantly) value.

Watch “The Core Values of Inbound Marketing” by
HubSpot CTO & Co-Founder, Dharmesh Shah



What is Inbound? - Dharmesh Shah

The Four Stages of Inbound
Methodology – Attract, Convert, Close,
& Delight
The four stages of the inbound marketing methodology provide a framework to
follow as you aim to attract targeted visitors to your website and convert them into
leads, customers, and loyal promoters of your brand. The new methodology
acknowledges that inbound marketing doesn’t just happen: you do it. And you do it
using tools and applications that help you create and deliver content which will
appeal to precisely the right people (your buyer personas) in the right places
(channels) at just the right times (lifecycle stages).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7YYkvbCtgUU


Attract
The goal of this stage is to publish content that attracts highly targeted visitors to
your website. As you can imagine, we don’t just want to attract any traffic—we want
the right traffic. We want the people who are most likely to become leads and,
ultimately, happy customers. Who are the “right” people? Our ideal customers are
also known as our buyer personas. Buyer personas are holistic ideals of what your
customers are really like, inside and out. Personas encompass the goals, challenges,
pain points, common objections to products and services, and marketing triggers, as
well as personal and demographic information shared among all members of that
particular customer type. Your personas are the people around whom your whole
business is built.

The tools of attraction include:

• Blogging

• Search Engine Optimization

• Social Media

• Website Content

• Google Adwords

https://content.kulapartners.com/buyer-persona-template


Convert
Once you’ve attracted targeted website visitors, the next step is to convert those
visitors into leads by gathering their contact information. At the very least, you’ll
need their email addresses. Contact information is the most valuable currency there
is to the online marketer. So, in order for your visitors to offer up that currency
willingly, you need to offer them something in return! That “payment” comes in the
form of content—like eBooks, whitepapers, or tip sheets—whatever information
would be interesting and valuable to each of your personas.

The tools of conversion include:

• Landing pages

•



• Forms

• Calls-to-action

• Valueable content



Close
You’re on the right track. You’ve attracted the right visitors and converted the right
leads, but now you need to transform those leads into customers. How can you
most effectively accomplish this feat? Certain marketing tools can be used at this
stage to make sure you’re closing the right leads at the right times.

The closer’s tools include:

• Customer relationship management software

• Closed-loop reporting

• Marketing automation

• Email campaigns

• Sales acceleration tools



Delight
The Inbound way is all about providing remarkable content to our personas, whether
they be visitors, leads, or existing customers. Just because someone has become a
customer doesn’t mean you can forget about them! Inbound companies continue to
engage with, delight, and (ideally) upsell their current customer base into happy
promoters of the organizations and products they love.

Tools of delight include:

• Surveys

• Social monitoring

• Smart content

• Educational content





Get Writing Website
Content that
Converts: The
Inbound Marketer's
Handbook
Crafting website copy that sells isn't about
yelling "BUY NOW" to anyone who will listen.
To effectively attract and convert traffic, your
copy has to meet SEO requirements, address
your visitors’ needs, be sharable, and
encourage people to give up their contact
information. Get the Writing Website
Content that Converts: The Inbound
Marketer's Handbook now!

Download Now

Part 2: The State of Inbound
Marketing in 2017

https://cta-service-cms2.hubspot.com/ctas/v2/public/cs/c/?cta_guid=16772707-4ab7-4343-9bf4-7cc864a39579&placement_guid=2992db3c-3aef-432b-ab7c-4c9b894667a3&portal_id=211423&redirect_url=APefjpHhYkV58QS0u4AZ7omyJVIhKT5Tzp_Yo0zZsazTQ2WzZ71BQ2iffeNIzOXE4eV8xr_dDRaIeqbkmNiVzSnFtbKgWfHPWYSjm4FhP2STSNiaxUKgsEkJmnEUGcCDnQVm1i7moTuBtpj4BkbxtfoRV4UoASKVsfv19bds-UhPt1UQlcFpfSYzANiMFQTXa89RsUWYAHCSCHhZNvlrzV3xsbLj_hCakg&hsutk=2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fcontent.kulapartners.com%2Foffer-the-executives-guide-to-inbound-marketing&click=e8fe0ccb-742d-4aac-9c88-065f8d615d00&pageId=4972350180&__hstc=228091842.2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7.1505302830230.1505302830230.1505302830230.1&__hssc=228091842.1.1505302830231&__hsfp=1599384572


The Top Priorities, Challenges, & Trends
in Inbound Marketing This Year
Okay, so now that we’ve discussed the major themes and principles of inbound
marketing methodology, let’s take a look at where things stand today. As you know,
the profession of online marketing is extremely fast-paced and ever-changing.

The following sections will provide you with a breakdown of the top priorities,
challenges, and emerging trends in inbound marketing reported by over 6,000
companies who participated in the most recent edition of HubSpot’s annual “State
of Inbound” report.

1. Digital marketing is the new norm
Over the past few years, marketers have experienced a massive shift in the way their
organizations communicate with their audiences. Having a website and a blog isn’t
enough to garner attention, and a salesperson is no longer the primary resource
when seeking information for a potential purchase. According to a report by
SiriusDecisions, 67% of the buyer’s journey is done digitally.

Digital is quickly becoming the primary marketing focus for organizations of all sizes,
and with so many marketers turning into digital experts, there’s a lot more
competition when creating digital content and strategies. Marketers are being trained
in new methods, are adapting to the shift, and are learning how to figure out what’s
worth their money and time. This year, survey respondents expressed concern about
resource allocation and how to manage the growing number of social platforms.
Emerging social channels and trends are demanding more time and effort, which has
many marketers trying to figure out what’s priority for their organization’s objectives.

http://www.stateofinbound.com/
https://www.siriusdecisions.com/blog/2013/jul/three-myths-of-the-67-percent-statistic


3 out of 4 marketers across the globe prioritize an
inbound approach to marketing.

2. Inbound marketing produces the
most high quality leads
By now, most marketers know that inbound marketing is the most effective method
for turning visitors into quality leads. In fact, HubSpot says this has been the case
since 2006. Over the past ten years, we’ve seen companies who use outbound
marketing strategies grow more and more unsatisfied with the results of their efforts.
In this year’s State of Inbound report, over half of participants who use outbound as
their primary methodology say their strategies are ineffective, and once again,
traditional advertising has been ranked as the most overrated marketing tactic.

Again this year, we’re seeing marketers report that inbound is producing the most
high quality leads for their sales teams, with self-source leads and outbound
practices lagging far behind.

https://www.hubspot.com/inbound-marketing?__hstc=228091842.2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7.1505302830230.1505302830230.1505302830230.1&__hssc=228091842.1.1505302830231&__hsfp=1599384572


In 2016, 59% of respondents reported inbound practices acquired the most high quality leads, with 24%
reporting self-sourced leads from sales team and 17% outbound practices.

Inbound practices Self-sourced leads Outbound practices
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In 2017, 59% of respondents reported inbound practices acquired the most high quality leads, with 26%
reporting self-sources leads from sales team and 16% outbound practices.

Inbound Practices Self-sourced leads Outbound practices
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3. Inbound marketers are still seeking
bigger budgets
Obtaining more budget is a top challenge marketers are facing in 2017. After all,
there is a lot that goes into creating a comprehensive inbound marketing strategy.
Content creation, design, development, software, optimization—the list goes on. It’s
no wonder that inbound marketers are requesting more budget to tackle the to-do
list.



Seven out of ten survey participants say their inbound budgets are staying
consistent or increasing in 2017, which is great news. Advocating for bigger
marketing budgets will require you to prove positive ROI, which is done through a
process called closed-loop reporting. When you’re set up with inbound marketing
tools like Google Analytics, data is collected about every visitor who reaches your
website. Which pages did they spend time on? What offer pulled them in? Which
buttons did they click? With this information, you can look back on a customer’s
history engaging with your content and determine the details the caused them to
convert from a visitor to a lead, and eventually to a customer. Closed-loop reporting
validate your claim that—that inbound is working, and you need more budget to
accelerate customer acquisition.

Don’t want to lose budget dollars? Again: show a positive ROI. Companies which
showed a positive ROI were nine times less likely to see a lower budget the following
year.

4. Inability to measure ROI is a
roadblock
Over the past few years, proving ROI has consistently been reported as one of
marketer’s biggest challenges. Which campaigns are our prospects coming from?
Which channels provide the best ROI? Where is our marketing budget most wisely
invested? These are the questions on the minds of marketers, and many report being
unable to find answers.

Almost half of marketers claim inbound marketing tactics produced higher ROI for
their organizations, but that doesn’t mean the other half is stuck on outbound. In
fact, only about 10% of marketers believe outbound marketing tactics have proven
to be the best option. The other 40% can’t (or don’t) calculate their ROI.

The inability to measure ROI is a growing pain for many marketers who need to
prove their team’s value. Without strategic and measurable marketing plans, teams
will have trouble advocating for bigger marketing budgets.



What are your company’s biggest challenges?

In 2016, 43% of marketers reported biggest challenge as proving ROI and 28% said securing enough
budget.
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In 2017, 40% of marketers reported biggest challenge as proving ROI and 28% said securing enough
budget.
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5. Training teams is a growing
challenge
As organizations continue to increase their investment and reliance on inbound
initiatives, it’s becoming more necessary to get team members up to snuff on
inbound methodologies and tools. Team training is considered the biggest challenge
by three times as many marketing executives as four years ago.



In 2014, 6% of marketing executives found team training to be their biggest inbound challenge. In 2015,
12% reported it as their biggest challenge. In 2016 and again in 2017, 19% reported team training as their
biggest challenge.
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6. Communication between senior
execs and managers is lacking
The higher you rise in the ranks of your company, the more you’ll think your
marketing strategy is effective. C-level executives are much more satisfied with their
organization’s marketing activities, whereas individual contributors rank as much less
confident. Maybe it’s the absence of clear, measurable results that’s causing
managers to question their initiatives. Even more concerning, maybe performance is
actually low and senior executives aren’t aware of it. Either way, there’s a major
disconnect between senior execs and managers, and bigger business problems are
bound to develop when communication is foggy.

Do you find your marketing strategy effective?



When asked if their marketing strategy is effective, the following said yes: 69% of C-level Executives, 68%
of VP/directors, 61% of managers and 55% of individual contributors.
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7. A tight relationship between
marketing and sales equals success
It’s come up frequently over the past few years, and 2017 proves it’s a growing
concept: alignment of an organization’s sales and marketing teams results in better
performance. Half of the organizations surveyed claim their marketing and sales
teams are generally aligned, and the number of teams with a formal SLA (service
level agreement) in place is increasing. Participants whose organizations have a SLA
in place are three times more likely to believe their strategy is effective compared to
those with misaligned organizations. The relationship between marketing and sales
has always been important, but with social selling becoming a powerful force in the
sales world, it’s even more significant.



8. It’s no longer only executives that
believe in the power of social selling
Social selling is the process of researching, connecting and interacting with
prospects and customers on social networks to develop and nurture your
relationship with them. Just two years ago in the 2015 report, social selling was
considered by marketers to be more hype than a realistic tactic. Executives were
ranking social selling as a priority, but non-executives still weren’t seeing the value in
the process. One year later in the 2016 report, 28% of marketers listed it as their top
sales priority, and in this year’s report, social selling has grown to be the third highest
sales priority for global businesses. According to Sales For Life, companies that
focus on social selling report a 63% increase in sales revenue versus only 41% of
those who don’t. Social selling is a strategy that’s becoming more important for
employees at all levels, as sales and marketing teams are looking for new ways to
get noticed while engaging leads.

https://www.salesforlife.com/blog/infographics/the-state-of-social-selling-in-2016-infographic/?sp=6358526028466487508050


Social selling has grown as a priority since 2015, with 8% of marketers reporting it as a top priority in 2015,
28% in 2016 and 29% in 2017.
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9. Want to generate a great ROI? Check
your numbers
Analytics is to a healthy marketing budget as exercise is to a healthy body.
HubSpot’s 2016 State of Inbound report found that proving ROI was a common
challenge for marketers, with those participants reporting they lacked the tools and
technology necessary to track concrete results. The 2017 report doesn’t show much
difference, with marketers still struggling to measure and report ROI to prove value in
their actions. To prove ROI, there’s no way around it—you need to check your
numbers. Marketers who check their analytics at least three times a week are over
20% more likely to achieve positive ROI. Furthermore, companies that continually
measure ROI are 20% more likely to increase their budget year-over-year than folks
who don’t track the return of their investment in inbound marketing.



 
The need to check analytics isn’t a trend that’s going anywhere anytime soon. It may
seem obvious, but in order to evaluate your ROI in inbound marketing and gain a
bigger budget each year, you have to obsessively measure your results.

This might seem obvious, but in order to evaluate your return on investment in
inbound marketing and gain a bigger budget each year, you have to obsessively
measure your results.

(Source: State of Inbound 2015, P30)

10. Marketing automation software
goes hand-in-hand with positive ROI
HubSpot’s 2015 research indicated that top inbound marketers are use marketing
automation software in some form or another. Specifically, those who saw a higher
marketing ROI in 2014 versus 2013 were more likely to have used marketing
automation software than not. 2017’s report shows that marketing automation is still
a top priority for marketers, and that participants are still seeing the value in
marketing automation software and the results it helps deliver.

http://www.stateofinbound.com/


In 2017, 52% of respondents reported marketing automation software resulted in higher ROI than the
previous year.
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Just 41% of respondents reported that no marketing automation software resulted in higher ROI than the
previous year.
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In review, here’s a recap of this year’s most prominent inbound marketing trends,
challenges, & opportunities:

Digital marketing is the new norm.1

Inbound marketing produces the most high quality leads.2

Inbound marketers are still seeking bigger budgets.3

Inability to measure ROI is a roadblock.4

Training teams is a growing challenge.5

Communication between senior execs and managers is lacking.6

A tight relationship between marketing and sales equals success.7



It's no longer only executives that believe in the power of social
selling.

8

Keeping track of analytics, metrics, and returns will increase your
likelihood of getting a positive ROI and higher budget.

9

Using marketing automation software will lead to better ROI and a
bigger budget.

10

Part 3: The Core
Components of Successful
Inbound Marketing
Strategies

As we’ve seen from the latest research, implementing a marketing automation
system and monitoring analytics are key to achieving high ROI from inbound
marketing. Of course, you’ll need to understand, execute on, and implement a
thoughtful inbound marketing strategy to get data worth analyzing or activities worth
automating.

Not every inbound marketing strategy is the same, but they should all begin with
similar foundational elements. Think of building your inbound strategy like building a
car: the features will be different (and some will be optional), but you still need four
wheels and an engine to make it go.



To get right down to the basics, you’ll need thoughtful, well-researched content, a
place for it to live, and a plan to make it work for you by guiding potential buyers
from awareness to purchase. In the following section, we will discuss the key
components of successful inbound marketing strategies and help you lay the
foundation of a comprehensive plan for your organization.

1. Persona Focused, Search Optimized
Content
In order for your inbound marketing strategy to be successful, you’re going to need a
shrewd game plan for developing buyer personas, creating targeted content, and
promoting it to your target audience. The more specific you are about who you want
in the crosshairs of your content marketing efforts, the more likely you’ll be to attract
that type of buyer.

“Before you ever start publishing or even writing website content and
blog posts, you should identify exactly which target prospects you are
speaking to. Selecting a target buyer persona for each piece of
content is crucial to delivering valuable content and associated offers
that ultimately influence lead conversions.”

Nick Salvatoriello, Principal Inbound Professor at HubSpot

If you aren’t familiar with exactly what a buyer persona is and why they are so
important, here is a quick definition:

A buyer persona is a semi-fictional representation of your ideal customer based on
market research and real data about your existing customers.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicksal/
https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/33491/Everything-Marketers-Need-to-Research-Create-Detailed-Buyer-Personas-Template.aspx?__hstc=228091842.2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7.1505302830230.1505302830230.1505302830230.1&__hssc=228091842.1.1505302830231&__hsfp=1599384572


Well researched buyer personas can provide tremendous structure and insight for
your company. A detailed buyer persona will help you determine where to focus your
time, guide sales and marketing initiatives, and allow for alignment across the
organization. When creating your buyer persona(s), consider including customer
demographics, behavior patterns, motivations, marketing triggers, and goals. The
more detailed you are, the better.

https://offers.hubspot.com/persona-templates?__hstc=228091842.2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7.1505302830230.1505302830230.1505302830230.1&__hssc=228091842.1.1505302830231&__hsfp=1599384572


According to the State of Buyer Personas 2016 by Customer Think, over the past
two years, 60% of marketers have developed their first ever buyer personas, and
72% said they were either familiar or very familiar with buyer persona development.
This is a huge jump from just a few years ago. Although the adoption of buyer
persona creation has grown, there’s still a little confusion about how to create them
and recognize their value. Almost 70% of respondents said they were confused
about what buyer personas were, and only 30% of marketers using buyer personas
found the tactic effective.

The problem isn’t that buyer personas themselves aren’t useful; the problem is that
marketers aren’t spending enough time conducting proper research. Here are a few
steps you can follow to ensure your buyer personas are thorough enough to serve as
the basis for a thoughtful inbound marketing strategy:

Conduct interviews
As you begin researching your buyer personas, set up interviews with real prospects
and customers. These discussions will help you uncover relevant background
information about your personas, as well as common goals, challenges, pain points,
behaviors, and marketing triggers. You can also interview members of your internal
teams to get their perspective on what constitutes an ideal buyer for your
organization.

Leverage analytics & customer data
The data that you’re most likely already collecting in your sales and marketing
platforms can be a very effective way to learn more about your buyer personas. By
looking at trends in your data, you can uncover important signals which indicate
when leads are highly engaged, what makes certain leads qualified or unqualified to
buy, or what characteristics your existing customer base share.

http://customerthink.com/state-of-buyer-personas-2016-strong-correlation-between-effectiveness-and-goals/


Map out the buyer’s journey
The path to purchase is different for every product and service. By creating a clear
visualization of your target buyer’s path through every stage of the decision-making
process—from awareness through to purchase—you’ll be able to better align your
marketing efforts with their objectives along the way. These visual representations of
a buyer’s path to purchase are commonly referred to as customer journey maps.

Identify content requirements
With a clear view of who your ideal buyer persona is, and how they progress from
general awareness of your offering to ultimately making a purchase, you can begin to
map out your content marketing strategy. By conducting keyword research about the
topics which you’ve outlined in your customer journey maps, you’ll be able to
identity opportunities to create persona-focused content which will attract your ideal
buyers as they actively research your product category.



Get the Buyer
Persona
Development
Template
Buyer personas are a crucial component for
developing an effective inbound marketing
strategy. This free Buyer Persona
Development Template will help you create
well-researched buyer personas so your sales
and marketing department will have the
information they need to reach and engage
your ideal customers with content that
speaks directly to them. Get your template
today!

Download Now

2. A Conversion-Centered Website
Experience
Imagine doubling the number of unique site visitors your site attracts each month.
Sounds great, doesn’t it? It could be—but only if your site is designed to convert
those visitors. If it’s not and they don’t, your extra visitors aren’t doing you any
favors.

https://cta-service-cms2.hubspot.com/ctas/v2/public/cs/c/?cta_guid=3532cce4-5c30-431f-86e2-e7b4938d440a&placement_guid=56a0ccd4-0263-4a67-b915-f8d7ad6a8032&portal_id=211423&redirect_url=APefjpG_JQeMDFg0So2WTAN5_9QykqljS9idKLBC3U8F6nMOJiOFdmyKcSGdWRbdWq1mmpLuLZd2hCGA1byud1UTJ6Hua_IXB6xI3LDOLTx6NbwuEccuuVXBBZiEVxw2ENIYLireCcJdq877sUGTSInvKz8BQJ3PZg&hsutk=2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fcontent.kulapartners.com%2Foffer-the-executives-guide-to-inbound-marketing&click=943d8502-4b5a-407e-a496-ee84fac19fe4&pageId=4972350180&__hstc=228091842.2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7.1505302830230.1505302830230.1505302830230.1&__hssc=228091842.1.1505302830231&__hsfp=1599384572


What if you didn’t attract any extra site visitors, but instead increased your on-site
conversions by just a few percentage points? Here’s what that might look like:

 
Current Site
Performance

Scenario 1:
Double site
traffic

Scenario 2:
Conversion rate
increased to 4%

Traffic
(visitors/month)

50,000 100,000 50,000

Conversion Rates 1.8% 1.8% 4%

Leads (# of leads
generated/month)

900 1800 2000

As you can see, improving your site’s conversion rate can actually generate more
leads than a 200% increase in traffic. This is why a conversion-centered website is
so important—and so lucrative.

So, how do you build a conversion-centered web experience? You’ll need the
following:

Conversion-centered design
Conversion-centered design (or CCD) involves using psychological triggers and
visual cues to focus a page viewer’s attention on completing a specific action. This is
most important when building and designing landing pages, where the only goal is to
encourage your site visitor to convert.



Outlining the principles of conversion-centered design deserves a guide of its own,
and Oli Gardner, co-founder of Unbounce, happens to have written an excellent
one. If you apply these principles to the design of your landing pages (and, ideally,
your entire site), you’ll see better results than you would have pouring that effort into
simply attracting more unique site visitors.

Conversion-centered copy
Writing killer copy for your conversion paths is critical. The average visitor only stays
on a page for ten to 20 seconds, so you need to make it count.

Using the five most persuasive words in the English language—You, Free, Because,
Instantly, and New—really works. So does writing amazing, attention-snatching
headlines which clearly communicate something valuable or beneficial for your
visitor.

Keeping it simple is key (many individuals possess a propensity to eschew flowery,
redundant, convoluted, labyrinthine, redundant copy), as is making it scan-friendly
by breaking your content into chunks which can be divided by headings,
subheadings, and bold text. Bullet-point lists, photos, and whitespace are also
awesome for breaking up long-form content.

Contextual marketing
Contextual marketing means serving visitors up content based on set criteria such
as their recent browsing behavior, location, device used to access your site, or
lifecycle stage. Additionally, once a lead has converted on your website, you can use
personalization based on their List Membership or Lifecycle Stage.

https://unbounce.com/conversion-centered-design/


If you’re using HubSpot, you have the benefit of a number of advanced tools to help
you with contextual marketing. If the tools at your disposal aren’t quite that high-
tech, you can still improve the context of your calls-to-action by aligning the offer
with on-page content, considering your buyer persona’s goals and purchasing
criteria, figuring out where a page visitor might be in the sales cycle, and so on.

Data-driven conversion rate optimization
An inbound marketer’s work is never done. Creating thoughtfully designed, well-
written, and contextually appropriate conversion points is awesome—now, you need
to continually improve on your efforts.

CRO is done by statistical testing and continuous iteration to a page’s content and
design. It’s time-consuming, but it will make your marketing more successful. You
can use an affordable CRO software tool such as Visual Website Optimizer to quickly
and easily test landing pages and other site pages and elements.



Just in case you’re not familiar with split testing, here’s a very basic primer: if you
had two possible calls-to-action and wanted to figure out which version converted
the best, you could run a split (or A/B) test on the variations. Half your site visitors
would see variant A, and the other half would see variant B. Once your test is over,
you tally the results to determine which one performed best.



Advanced CRO tactics can include multivariate testing, also possible with Visual
Website Optimizer. Multivariate testing is a technique for testing a hypothesis in
which multiple variables are modified. The goal of multivariate testing is to determine
which combination of variations performs the best out of all of the possible
combinations.

Get the The Inbound
Marketer’s Quick
Start Guide to CRO!
Designed to help savvy inbound marketers
learn the basics of conversion rate
optimization, this guide will outline the basics
of CRO, how to adopt a structured approach
to testing, and outline which types of test to
tackle first. Get this gude today!

Download Now

3. Targeted Lead Nurturing
Most of the leads arriving at your website are not ready to make a purchase—they’re
simply looking for information. Getting them to convert is a win but, if you don’t do
anything to nurture them beyond that first conversion, you may as well be tossing
their information in the garbage.

https://cta-service-cms2.hubspot.com/ctas/v2/public/cs/c/?cta_guid=f173ba19-cdc9-4cc6-ac54-c5f989f7d671&placement_guid=373cc4f9-3b2c-4498-be12-fcf9c7e1068e&portal_id=211423&redirect_url=APefjpEbuvSLhoitRTU_G2su9scnPhgWLnPVXwf9rAp0iqgW-KkdsBQyGlzzuS3dVbwQxRkNaRREHLeTmu8JnQwzB1YB3mOkfYTRZXBM45g8kX10gvSC1vJ_wfdJhYoQVNnvhfBQNhk0Ghh6riN8U4ZHIDWQC0c-ZA&hsutk=2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fcontent.kulapartners.com%2Foffer-the-executives-guide-to-inbound-marketing&click=34628884-aaa0-450e-8a5f-96a8affb35a4&pageId=4972350180&__hstc=228091842.2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7.1505302830230.1505302830230.1505302830230.1&__hssc=228091842.1.1505302830231&__hsfp=1599384572


Companies that excel at lead nurturing generate 50% more sales—and it costs them
33% less to close them (Source: Forrester). 67% of B2B marketers credit a 10%
increase in sales opportunities to lead nurturing tactics, with 15% seeing
opportunities increase by at least 30% (Source: DemandGen) Most marketers have
realized the potential and opportunity lead nurturing provides to businesses, and
almost half have been implementing lead nurturing campaigns for over two years.
With that said, there’s still a lot of room to refine lead nurturing tactics and outshine
the competition. The other half are still new and experimenting with what works for
them, with 20% of those marketers having only adopted tactics over the past year.
(Source: DemandGen) With a lot of fresh opportunity still on the table, now’s the time
to start developing your lead nurturing strategy.

But you don’t just want to do any lead nurturing, do you? You want to do great,
ultratargeted lead nurturing which will vault you over your competition. “Companies
with mature lead generation and management practices have a 9.3% higher sales
quota achievement rate” (Source: HubSpot).

Here’s how to get started with lead nurturing:

Develop targeted content
One-size-fits-all lead nurturing doesn’t exist. You have to strategically nurture your
leads to see inbound success. Marketers struggle with this—in 2014, Forrester
Research reported that 33% of B2B marketers said “targeted delivery of content”
was their biggest lead nurturing challenge.

To better understand how to target your content, you need to have a deep
understanding of your buyer personas. Imagine what they will need at each stage of
their buyer’s journey to naturally draw them closer to the bottom of the sales funnel.
Align your content with their anticipated questions and goals along their journey.
Then, implement marketing automation to deliver the right content at the right time.

https://www.forrester.com/report/The+Forrester+Wave+LeadToRevenue+Management+Platform+Vendors+Q1+2014/-/E-RES95221
http://e61c88871f1fbaa6388d-c1e3bb10b0333d7ff7aa972d61f8c669.r29.cf1.rackcdn.com/DGR_DG0026_SURV_LeadNurture_July_2015_Final.pdf
https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/30901/30-Thought-Provoking-Lead-Nurturing-Stats-You-Can-t-Ignore.aspx?__hstc=228091842.2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7.1505302830230.1505302830230.1505302830230.1&__hssc=228091842.1.1505302830231&__hsfp=1599384572
https://www.forrester.com/report/The+Forrester+Wave+LeadToRevenue+Management+Platform+Vendors+Q1+2014/-/E-RES95221


Create a broader (and better) communication plan
Each buyer’s journey is unique, but research from the Marketing Lead
Management Report indicates that prospects who ultimately become customers
receive an average of ten marketing touches from the top of the funnel to the
bottom.

Lots of marketers getting started with lead nurturing think ten touches is too many.
The 2015 Lead Nurturing Benchmark Study from Demand Gen suggests that half
of marketers include fewer than five marketing touches in their lead nurturing
programs.

Instead of relying solely on marketing email communication, expand your lead
nurturing efforts to multiple channels—social media, blogging, timely phone calls,
paid retargeting, and dynamic website content (contextual marketing, remember?!)
all have a place in your effective lead nurturing program.

Know which leads are likely to pay off
68% of successful marketers say lead scoring is the most effective tactic to drive
revenue from lead nurturing efforts (Source: 2013 Lead Generation Marketing
Effectiveness Study). That’s a pretty compelling statistic, so everyone in the lead
nurturing game must be doing it, right?

http://aberdeen.com/research/7603/ra-marketing-lead-management/content.aspx
http://www.demandgenreport.com/resources/reports/2015-lead-nurturing-benchmark-study-aligning-nurture-programs-to-the-buyer-s-journey
http://www.lenskold.com/content/landing_2013_B2b_Lead_Generation_Marketing_ROI


Wrong—MarketingSherpa says that only 21% of B2B marketers are using any kind
of lead scoring system as part of their marketing efforts. Here’s another way you can
gain a serious advantage over your competition.

Lead scoring is easiest (and most effective) when you have a marketing automation
platform doing the heavy lifting for you. With a little setup effort, you can begin to
rank each lead against a scale which represents the perceived value of each
prospect to your organization. The ranking of each lead is determined by numeric
values assigned to certain browsing behaviors, conversion events, email
engagements, or social media interactions.

Once you’re assigning lead scores, you can use the data to determine which leads
should be immediately followed up with by your sales department, and which need a
little more nurturing along their journey.

By the way, don’t wait to get started—the odds of a lead entering the sales process
are 21 times greater if they’re contacted within five minutes of conversion versus 30
minutes. Every minute counts.

Figure out what’s working—and what isn’t



Your lead nurturing efforts (like all of your marketing efforts) should be measured and
monitored. Like your site content, you’ll want to iterate and optimize your lead
nurturing content over time to maximize its effectiveness.

Click through rates and other engagement metrics, conversion rates, cost of
customer acquisition, and funnel velocity are all excellent ways to measure the
effectiveness of your lead nurturing campaign. Figure out where lead interest is
dropping off and adjust your tactics accordingly.

Get Started on Your Inbound Strategy Now

4. A Shared Commitment to Sales &
Marketing Alignment
Organizations who've adopted inbound marketing quickly come to understand the
importance of sales and marketing alignment. Research shows that well-aligned
teams close a higher percentage of leads, hit their quotas more consistently, retain
more customers, and grow their revenues significantly more quickly.

The key to aligning your sales and marketing teams for inbound marketing is to
agree upon a mutual service level agreement (SLA). The sales and marketing SLA is
essentially a contract between the two departments that defines common terms and
aligns goals.

For marketing, this means defining how a lead needs to be qualified before it is ready
to be handed to the sales team, and the number of such qualified leads marketing
needs to generate each month. For sales, the SLA describes things like how quickly
sales reps must attempt to contact a new lead from marketing, how many times
each sales rep must attempt to contact that lead and the expected lead-to-customer
conversion rate.

https://cta-service-cms2.hubspot.com/ctas/v2/public/cs/c/?cta_guid=39a854eb-28fc-4688-9cff-a8e5e4ee6176&placement_guid=033f7212-933f-4a7f-aaa8-6804a82effc3&portal_id=211423&redirect_url=APefjpEMoGiQRyLjGAl0AI0QCOLuSAc1Qm72QOa87-crD75lb0bhVnMamhRnPCs6i8W6w5L_cRzw4UDKgJgDja-GBjXW_nWYOSXXeZqmZG7oANMdkEOxodWCTu4MwkVkG6hfAYYfYY6F6I0oFM9KK5YZlbfS9oAHJ4GLeKUCASQoy0jcsvhS-6k&hsutk=2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fcontent.kulapartners.com%2Foffer-the-executives-guide-to-inbound-marketing&click=f82c20a6-7ef2-4c7c-bd3c-a6e9ce748bc4&pageId=4972350180&__hstc=228091842.2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7.1505302830230.1505302830230.1505302830230.1&__hssc=228091842.1.1505302830231&__hsfp=1599384572


Here’s what goes into great sales and marketing team alignment:

• Shared goals which are mutually agreed upon and easily measured.

• Clear definitions for lead and sales lifecycle criteria.

• Clear reporting and communications.

Shared goals
Sales teams are accustomed to working toward a shared target revenue goal. In the
past, marketers haven’t done the same, simply because there wasn’t always a
reliable method of tying marketing activities to the generation of revenue. Now, with
closed-loop analytics, marketers can set easily measured numerical goals. These
goals could include total number of leads generated, number of qualified leads
delivered to sales, or a percentage of revenue—whichever makes the most sense to
the overall goals of your organization.

By “signing up” for a number, each team will be more inclined to hold each other
accountable for generating results. There will be a mutual understanding of the
pressure of hitting quota month after month.

Clear definitions for lifecycle criteria
A steady stream of inbound leads is great—but if those leads aren’t ultimately
proving to be valuable, you’ll end up frustrating your sales team. Coming to a mutual
agreement with regard to lead lifecycle criteria is crucial.

With your sales team, work to define exactly which criteria must be met in order for a
lead to become marketing qualified, to become sales qualified, and to be marked as
a sales opportunity. Your internal definitions may vary, but here are the standard
criteria suggested by HubSpot.



Lead: Leads have shown more interest in what you offer than subscribers have.
Typically a lead has filled out a form with more than just an email address, often for
some sort of content-based offer on your website. We see companies use the lead
lifecycle stage for what we think of as general, broadly appealing, or top of the funnel
offers. As each lead demonstrates a higher degree of sales readiness and
qualification, they will move to further stages.

Marketing Qualified Lead: Marketing Qualified Leads, commonly known as MQLs,
are those people who have raised their hands (metaphorically speaking) and
identified themselves as more deeply engaged, sales-ready contacts than your usual
leads, but who have not yet become fully fledged opportunities. Ideally, you should
only allow certain, designed forms to trigger the promotion of a lead to the MQL
stage, specifically those that gate bottom of the funnel offers like demo requests,
buying guides, and other sales-ready calls to action.

Sales Qualified Lead: Sales Qualified Leads are those that your sales team has
accepted as worthy of a direct sales follow up. Using this stage will help your sales
and marketing teams stay firmly on the same page in terms of the quality and
volume of leads that you are handing over to your sales team.

Opportunity: Opportunities are contacts who have become real sales opportunities
in your CRM.

Customers: This is everybody’s favorite lifecycle stage: an actual, paying customer.

Come to an agreement upon when and how leads will be handed off from marketing
to sales. Conversely, if sales-qualified leads go stale or become unresponsive, agree
upon how they will be handed back to marketing for additional nurturing.

Clear reporting and communications



What is a Inbound Sales Process? by HubSpot CRO, Mark Roberge

As much as possible, open your sales and marketing reporting dashboards to your
entire team. Let the marketing team see how sales is trending, and vice versa. Doing
so will help create a results-driven culture.

It’s also important to hold regular check-in sessions where both sales and marketing
can report on their progress (or anything which may be hindering their progress). To
begin try holding a monthly kick-off session and a mid-month check-in meeting. In
these sessions, review the quality of leads being generated by marketing, recap the
most common objections and questions being raised by leads, and discuss ways to
improve both your sales and marketing processes.

Watch "What is a Inbound Sales Process?" by
HubSpot CRO, Mark Roberge

This idea of a feedback loop between sales and marketing naturally leads us to:

5. Full Customer Lifecycle Sales and
Marketing Tools

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSaklx5CaAU


Being able to measure your marketing strategy’s effect on the bottom line is an
excellent way to prove ROI and justify your budget (and win additional budget).
Implementing closed-loop reporting directly ties sales results to marketing activities.
Rather than measuring your success based on metrics like impressions and clicks—
which don’t necessarily translate to sales—you can now measure your success by
showing how (and which) marketing activities led to closing more customers and
generating more revenue.

When you “close the loop” by integrating your marketing analytics software with your
CRM sales data, marketing becomes just as much of a mathematical equation as it
is an art. The easiest way to close the loop is by making your website the central hub
for all your marketing activities—organic and paid search, social media marketing,
referral links, and even offline campaigns. Here’s how that would work using
HubSpot:

Step 1
A visitor arrives at your site, and a cookie is set on his / her referral source.

Step 2
The visitor browses your site, and the cookie tracks his / her activity including pages
viewed and links clicked.

Step 3
The visitor converts into a lead by filling out a lead capture form. Their submission
information is paired with their previous browsing history and activities.

Step 4
The lead—with the help of sales—becomes a customer, and the original source of
their referral is credited.



Integrating your marketing software and CRM platform doesn’t have to cause a
headache. HubSpot’s free CRM platform is already integrated with their marketing
software, requiring zero effort on your end. They also offer easy integrations with a
number of popular CRM platforms, including Salesforce, SugarCRM, Zoho, Netsuite,
Pipedrive, and Base.

Don’t let unsynchronized data prevent you from proving the effectiveness of your
marketing efforts. Closing the loop enables a strong results-driven relationship
between sales and marketing.

Here’s a quick review of the Core Components of Successful Inbound Marketing
Strategies:

Persona focused, search optimized content1

A website experience built to convert2

Targeted lead nurturing3

Sales and marketing alignment4

Closed-loop sales and marketing tools5



Get The Epic Guide
to Creating an
Inbound Marketing
Strategy
In The Epic Guide to Creating an Inbound
Marketing Strategy, you'll learn to evaluate
your baseline sales & marketing performance,
pap your customer’s decision journey, set
proper marketing goals and more. Download
it now to get proven advice in over 15,000+
words from more than 20 industry experts.

Download Now

Part 4: How to Get Your
Executive Team On Board
with Inbound

https://cta-service-cms2.hubspot.com/ctas/v2/public/cs/c/?cta_guid=5ff50e35-42b2-4413-a2c1-c0370b5d151a&placement_guid=5918db42-e25a-4a9f-a0a1-4ef884c063ec&portal_id=211423&redirect_url=APefjpEhhQ_eLqd91zAMXEo-37Qx5LlX8wyDp6oBg3wESDrOTbRn37zzHfdk4woDARouXSPpnnKm461ZavudnoA8iEdb8hblfUY8WXpMVGLV2-n-n4Lo1qXf160KNzdOQQZn9IC0yBEIsuokWBBcBX6oHceZ6hTaeQ&hsutk=2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fcontent.kulapartners.com%2Foffer-the-executives-guide-to-inbound-marketing&click=c0633262-e6aa-4e8b-8998-cea24832a1fe&pageId=4972350180&__hstc=228091842.2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7.1505302830230.1505302830230.1505302830230.1&__hssc=228091842.1.1505302830231&__hsfp=1599384572


Perhaps your company has never committed marketing dollars to a comprehensive
inbound approach before. Or perhaps you’re coming into a position where previous
attempts at inbound marketing didn’t meet expectations for ROI. How can you
convince your executive team—especially your CFO—that inbound is a sound
investment?

“Getting senior management to believe and invest in something that
does not have a record is tricky because top management usually
wants reassurance and historical figures to base their decisions on. I
believe the most successful brands and CMOs will be the ones that
dare to believe in the opportunities that evolve from new media and
have the guts to walk where no one has tread before.”

Ann Ystén, Perfect Fools

Here are a few ideas and resources to help you lay out a rock-solid business case for
inbound that will get even the most conservative of investors to say "Let’s do this
thing".

1. Discuss the drastic shifts in buyer
behavior we’re encountering
Unless your company leadership have been hiding in a bunker, they’re aware that the
internet is a huge part of the way people make buying decisions these days. What
they may not fully understand is the opportunity for long-term customer relationships
behind the inbound approach.

Here are a few facts to share:

As of 2016, 2 billion people worldwide own a smartphone. This creates an
unprecedented opportunity for brands to connect with their prospects and
customers in an immediate, meaningful way. Brands can literally get into their
targets’ back pockets!

http://www.perfectfools.com/
https://www.emarketer.com/Article/2-Billion-Consumers-Worldwide-Smartphones-by-2016/1011694


The average cost per lead is consistently lower using the inbound approach. In
HubSpot’s 2014 State of Inbound report, their survey of 3,500+ marketers found that
for a mediumsized B2B company, the cost per lead was over three times greater for
outbound vs. inbound marketing tactics.

The goal of inbound marketing is to draw customers in and focus on building
stronger loyalty and long-term customer engagement. The key? High quality,
relevant content that guides prospects and customers through every step of the
sales funnel.

2. Discuss the importance of SEO
As recently as a few years ago, SEO really just came down to keywords and
backlinks. This is no longer true. Google is smart, and getting smarter. It’s impossible
to be 100% certain which factors are now most important for SEO, but the search
engine consistently rewards publishers for authoritative content which people click,
link to, and share.

Google is also getting much better at deciphering search intent, which means you
can spend less time keyword stuffing (actually, don’t do this at all—Google can tell),
and more time creating quality content which actually answers searchers’ questions.
In fact, an increasing number of Google users have stopped typing keywords into
the search bar and have started entering fully-phrased questions.

75%
of users never scroll past the first page of search results.

(Source: HubSpot)

https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/14416/100-Awesome-Marketing-Stats-Charts-Graphs-Data.aspx?__hstc=228091842.2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7.1505302830230.1505302830230.1505302830230.1&__hssc=228091842.1.1505302830231&__hsfp=1599384572


33%
of clicks from organic search results go to the first listing on Google.

(Source: Social Fresh)

Natural and conversational language is also becoming more and more important in
SEO, so inbound marketers who focus on creating useful content are gaining a
natural advantage over the keyword-stuffers of yore. Because of this, you’re going to
need to guide your leadership team through the new fundamentals of search engine
optimization so they’ll buy into your content creation plan.

Here are a few resources to help you get up to speed on SEO:

• In-Depth Guide to Implementing An SEO Audit, With Template

• Beginner’s Guide to SEO

• SEO: A Comprehensive Guide for Beginners

3. Be prepared to dispel common
objections, myths & misconceptions
You’ve demonstrated the philosophy and necessity of inbound marketing in today’s
digital world. But what’s to say inbound will even work for your company? Now’s the
time to address potential objections and inspire with some great stories.

Let’s take a look at some common objections, myths misconceptions about inbound
marketing:

https://content.kulapartners.com/an-in-depth-guide-to-implementing-an-seo-audit
https://moz.com/beginners-guide-to-seo
https://blog.kissmetrics.com/seo-guide/


It takes too much time
Let’s face it: anything that seeks to create long-term benefits is going to require a
longterm investment of energy and time. Relationships take time to build and
nurture. But any executive worth their salt knows that time isn’t the measure of
success. The returns on investment from inbound versus traditional outbound tactics
are without a doubt impressive.

No matter the size of investment, many more executives see higher ROI using inbound marketing rather
than outbound marketing.



As highlighted in the 2015 State of Inbound Report, companies of all sizes agree that
inbound marketing provides a higher ROI than outbound marketing. So even if it
takes a few months longer to start generating leads from your inbound strategy, rest
assured that the returns are well worth playing the long game.

You can’t measure the ROI of marketing
As of 2016, it’s easier than ever to determine value of your inbound marketing
campaign down to the penny. Most digital marketers eat, sleep, and breathe
analytics. With closed loop analytics tools like HubSpot, leads can be tracked with
every interaction with your brand; from the first click on an email to conversion.

Inbound doesn’t close sales
The beauty of inbound marketing is that it’s intrinsically customerfocused. A well-
designed inbound program will have plenty to offer in terms of lead generation, lead
scoring, and lead nurturing so your sales department can close more customers.

Forrester Research has found that companies that excel at lead nurturing generate
50% more sales-ready leads at a 33% lower cost.

4. Discuss your ideas for a basic
strategy
We’ve already covered the bases in terms of best practices. Now, it’s up to you to
take the reins and craft a superb strategy that will serve your company’s growth
goals.

If you need help as you outline a strategy, you’ll find plenty of guideposts in The
Epic Guide to Creating an Inbound Marketing Strategy, or click here to chat
with our team. 

https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/30901/30-thought-provoking-lead-nurturing-stats-you-can-t-ignore.aspx?__hstc=228091842.2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7.1505302830230.1505302830230.1505302830230.1&__hssc=228091842.1.1505302830231&__hsfp=1599384572
https://kulapartners.com/resources/inbound-marketing-strategy/
https://kulapartners.com/contact-us/


5. Present an implementation plan,
associated costs, and outline potential
ROI
To achieve a great return on your investment in inbound marketing you’ll need to
have access to a rather diverse, yet specific range of skills. These include:

• Content writing

• Analytical marketing

• Design

• Development

• Social media expertise

• Business development

• Project management

In-house marketing teams often lack some of the technical and analytical skills to
required to execute inbound marketing – this can be offset by partnering with a
specialized inbound marketing agency. As many inbound marketers can attest,
partnering with an inbound marketing agency has numerous benefits including
eliminating the time required to recruit, hire and train internal employees, faster time
to ROI, a broader range of expertise in the various components of inbound
marketing and proven track records drawn from servicing a portfolio of clients.

Of course, as you present the business case for investing in inbound marketing,
you’ll want to provide some detail in terms of the associated costs of adoption and
implementation. Whether you keep your inbound marketing strategy in-house, or you
choose to hire an agency, there are four core budget line items you need to consider
as you adopt inbound:



Software costs1

Content production2

Website design & development3

On-going inbound marketing strategy growth & optimization4

Pitching a marketing idea to a “numbers person” can be difficult. Creative vision and
hard data don’t always align—but with closed-loop analytics as part of your inbound
plan, they can. This is the part where you’re going to have to lay some numbers on
the table.

To do this, you’re going to need to speak the language of the people who control the
money—namely, the CFO.

It’s best if you already have some answers to ROI calculations using metrics like:

• Cost Per Lead (CPL): How much do you spend to acquire a new
lead?

• Customer Lifetime Value (LTV): How much profit does your average
customer generate for your company?

• Cost per Customer Acquisition: How much does it cost to convert
a lead to a customer?

• Lead Conversion Rate: How many leads turn into customers?

Once you’re able to break your sales funnel down and measure these core customer
acquisition and retention metrics you’ll be able to more accurately articulate the
impact that investing in inbound marketing could have for your organization.



Get The
Comprehensive
Guide to Creating an
Inbound Marketing
Plan
Learn to create a rock-solid inbound
marketing plan that prioritizes each aspect of
your strategy, puts more focus on the tactics
that produce the best results, and ensures
your executive team gets on
board. Download The Comprehensive
Guide to Creating an Inbound Marketing
Plan now.

Download Now

Conclusion

https://cta-service-cms2.hubspot.com/ctas/v2/public/cs/c/?cta_guid=e04180f4-0e87-4503-aef4-4d0b9ee2a3ba&placement_guid=bbb1fcf7-d3c7-45ba-8903-c0bfb8bbe6b9&portal_id=211423&redirect_url=APefjpGbNWIFzkTp7_QJk6zs8xG6HjkzFwY8EaYddSu1gizhwzkJM0VuwSNxZUw65F1F6nLTDfNNVY6tHE-pJ32Uprp-mmBM2Ogv8dnStFPo-jEX3bgUvEmkK6ZG1GbP2f-4_helZNvsAewlyFwZUNdrdA4ifZbSCMzsEKYhEDXjFkN556rjmfo&hsutk=2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fcontent.kulapartners.com%2Foffer-the-executives-guide-to-inbound-marketing&click=a7a2e578-5f36-4566-819d-2d9acf71ee3c&pageId=4972350180&__hstc=228091842.2ed17dca5e86b5ae2b4f33b69b3d8bb7.1505302830230.1505302830230.1505302830230.1&__hssc=228091842.1.1505302830231&__hsfp=1599384572


As you create your inbound strategy, you’re mapping out an exciting evolution for
your business. And you’re to be applauded for having the vision to see the bold
new direction you need to go in order to keep pace with the digital age.

Have confidence: not only are you standing at the beginning of a new path, but you
also have an unprecedented amount of resources and tools at your disposal to
navigate and track your progress along the way. With inbound marketing, not only
will you provide a better overall customer experience; you’ll enjoy sales efficiencies
and the ability to measure real, tangible sales results every step of the way.

And if you need a guide, we’re here to help. To learn more about inbound
marketing and how it can help you convert more visitors to leads and more leads to
customers, sign up for a FREE Inbound Marketing Strategy Consultation or
learn more insights from our blog.
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